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Measurement of the two-photon width of the g'(958)
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Using 203 pb
' of data collected by the Mark II detector at the SLAC storage ring PEP, we have

measured the radiative width of the q' for quasireal photons. The width is separately measured in

the three reactions e+e ~e+e q m. n. , g ~yy; e e ~e+e g m m' , g ~m+m (~,y); and
e e ~e e p y, giving a statistically weighted average two-photon width of
I „»=4.57+0.25+0.44 keV. As a byproduct of the study of the decay mode g'~py, we also
measured the two-photon decay width of the a&(1320) as I, (]32Q)» = 1.03+0.13+0.21 keV.'2"

e e ~e e 7] g ~gK K;g—+pp, (2)

e+e ~e+e g', g'~gm. ~,g~~+~ (m. , y ) . (3)

The detector and trigger are described in Sec. I. Sec-
tion II describes the data processing and the Monte Carlo
simulation. Sections III—V are then devoted to the
analysis of reactions (1)—(3), with the implications and
conclusions given in Sec. VI.

The measurement of the two-photon widths of the
C = + pseudoscalar mesons can be used to simultaneous-
ly measure the octet-singlet mixing angle 8 and to probe
the charged-parton content of these mesons. Early mea-
surements have shown inconsistencies both internally and
with measurements made in hadronic production. Possi-
ble gluonium admixtures in the g and g' mesons can also
alter the mixing between these states.

The first measurement of the two-photon width of the
g' was made with the Mark II detector at the SLAC
e+e storage ring SPEAR and gave a value of
5.8+1.1+1.2 keV using the p y decay mode. ' More re-
cent measurements, ' using primarily the same decay
mode, have given smaller values, so that the current
world average stands at I (ri'~yy) =4.20+0.09 keV.

We report the results of three independent measure-
ments" of the q' radiative width, I (g'~yy), with the
Mark II detector at the SLAC e+e storage ring PEP
operating at E, =29 GeV. The reactions used detect
three distinct g' decay modes:

e+e e+e g', q'~p'y,

I. DETECTOR AND TRIGGER

The Mark II at PEP [see Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)] was a
general-purpose magnetic spectrometer designed to
detect the charged and neutral particles resulting from
high-energy e e annihilation and the collision of virtu-
al photons associated with the electromagnetic fields sur-
rounding the positrons and electrons. In the central two
thirds of the solid angle there are drift chambers for pre-
cision tracking and momentum determination, a time-of-
flight (TOF) system for limited particle identification, a
liquid-argon electromagnetic calorimeter for electron and
photon identification, and four layers of steel and propor-
tional tubes for muon identification. In addition, at
smaller polar angles there are lead proportional chamber
end caps and a small-angle-tagger (SAT) system used for
identifying very small angle electrons and for luminosity
determination. The main features of the detector have
been previously described. '

The Mark II was moved to PEP from the SPEAR
e+e storage ring at the Stanford Linear Accelerator
Center (SLAC). During the Mark II's history at PEP,
several detector configurations were used. We will be us-

ing only data collected after the magnetic-field strength
was reduced to 2.35 kG due to the loss of one magnet
coil. A total of approximately 203 pb ' of data at a
center-of-mass energy of 29 GeV were collected at PEP
in this configuration. The rather low field in combination
with the precision tracking, made possible by the vertex
chamber and the use of a 1.4-mm-thick beryllium beam

pipe, permitted us to accurately measure the low-
tnomentum tracks characteristic of reactions (1)—(3).

42 1368 ~1990 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. (a) The Mark II detector viewed along the beam axis,
and (b) an isometric view of the detector.
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FIG. 2. A block diagram of the secondary trigger system.

The beam crossing rate at PEP of approximately 400
kHz necessitated a selective electronic trigger system,
and the Mark II two-level trigger was able to hold the
event acquisition rate to a few Hertz. The principle ern-
ployed combined a fast (=1 @sec) and relatively simple

primary trigger, with a more sophisticated pattern-
recognizing secondary trigger that used data from the
two drift chambers to find charged tracks. A master in-
terrupt controller (MIC) orchestrated the two-tiered sys-
tem.

Various primary triggers were employed. The coin-
cidence of a delayed beam crossing signal with a TOF hit
signal and the satisfaction of a drift-chamber and vertex-
chamber layer hit pattern criterion defined a track. The
events used in this analysis typically satisfied the
"charged trigger" which required that at least two such
tracks were found by the pattern-recognition hardware.
Since the trigger efficiency for low-momentum charged
particles is such an important component of our results,
we discuss the trigger in some detail in the Appendix.
(See Fig. 2.) The "neutral trigger" fired if a threshold was
exceeded in the front section of any two of the eight
liquid-argon calorimeter modules, or if the total
calorimetric energy deposit (including the end-cap
proportional-tube calorimeters) exceeded a higher thresh-
old. A scaled "Bhabha trigger" used the SAT system to
trigger on small-angle Bhabha scattering events.

II. DATA PROCESSING AND
EVENT SIMULATION

A. Two-photon-event summary tapes

For a large part of the data it was necessary to reverse
the effects of a subroutine added to the normal tracking
program (PASS2) to help reduce the use of computer time.

Raw events which had previously been discarded were
selected if the trigger hardware found one or more (non-
colinear if two) tracks. A fast tracking routine was then
used and the following additional cuts were made.

(i) The distance of closest approach (DOCA) in the ra-
dial direction of both tracks in two-charged-prong events
is required to be less than 2 cm. The Z position of the
point of closest approach is required to be less than 10 cm
from the interaction point. The track fit used did not in-
clude the primary vertex as part of the fit. For the four-
or more-charged-prong events no DOCA cut was made.

(ii) The charges of tracks in two-prong events must be
opposite.

The full tracking program was then used to reconstruct
the event and log it to tape (KEEPASS2). Data summary
tapes of interesting events types were made to further
reduce the number of event types used for analysis.

B. General selection criteria

In reconstructing resonances produced in two-photon
interactions a common set of initial cuts on charged and
neutral tracks is used.

(1) The event must contain an even number of tracks
with net charge zero.

(2) The tracking program must be able to find a vertex
constrained fit to all charged tracks, with the vertex in
the specified interaction region. All charged-track mo-
menta are corrected for energy loss in the material
preceeding the drift and vertex chambers.

(3) The charged tracks must hit the liquid-argon
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calorimeter and time-of-flight counters within a fiducial
region (~Z~ (1.9 meters). This ensures that for both real
events and Monte Carlo events, most of the tracks satisfy
the trigger requirements.

(4) To reduce annihilation background, we require that
the total energy of all charged tracks seen be less than
40% of the total available energy. In a two-photon in-
teraction most of the energy is carried away, unseen, by
the outgoing beam electrons.

(5) Fake gammas are sometimes reconstructed near the
position of a charged track's entry into a calorimeter.
This is due mainly to energy deposited at some distance
(which varies with the decay studied) from the path of the
charged track by interactions in the magnet coil or
calorimeter. To ensure that such gammas are not count-
ed, all gammas within a given radius of a charged track
are ignored.

(6) The detected gamma energy must be greater than
150 MeV for the liquid-argon (LA) and 200 MeV for the
end caps to reduce fake gammas due to electronic noise.
We also require that the tracking program not share
more than 50/o of the gamma's energy with any other
gammas in the same module.

(7) The eight liquid-argon modules are separated from
each other by dead regions where the efficiency for
finding electromagnetic showers is low. We make a cut
that avoids using gammas in these "cracks" between
modules by requiring that ~b,g~)0.9' from the crack
centers.

(8) We require that no scattered beam electrons are
detected by the small-angle tagger (SAT). This and cuts
on the net p, limit the Q of the interacting virtual pho-
tons to small values.

have a spin-parity sequence of J =0 ~0 0 0 so only
a phase-space weighting is assumed for their generation.
For the two decay modes g'~py and a2~pm. the spin
parity must be taken into account when the Monte Carlo
events are generated, in order that the correct angular
distribution of final-state particles be produced.

For the g'~py decay mode, reaction (1), the spin pari-
ties of 0 —+1 1 imply an M1 magnetic dipole transi-
tion for which the matrix element is'

~M( -q +k M + sin 8g,h„,y, (2.1)

(p -decay phase-space weight)

M + r(M . )

(2.2)

the decay width of the p resonance is pararnetrized as

2q
r(M + )=l(M )

q(q +q+)
(2.3)

where q + is the momentum of the m+ in the m+m.

center-of-mass frame, kz the momentum of the y in the
m+m. center-of-mass frame, M + the invariant mass

of the n m system, and 8h,&;„,„ the helicity angle,
defined as the angle between the three-momenta of the
m. + and y in the m+~ center-of-mass frame.

The weight to phase space due to the p ~~+m reso-
nance is

C. Monte Carlo event simulation

To measure the acceptance, events were generated with
the Monte Carlo program GGDEPA, which is based on a
double-equivalent-photon approximation, ' modified to
actually reproduce the correct ~gP, ~

distribution and is,
taken together with the subsequent detailed detector
response simulation, a good measure of the acceptance.
Electromagnetic showers were simulated with the full
EGS code.

The two ri'~ri~+n. decays, reactions (2) and (3),
I

where M is the nominal p mass, r(M ) the nominal
width of the p, and q the momentum in the ~+m

center of mass at the nominal p mass.
The a2~pm. decay mode, when one photon is un-

detected, is a background to the decay mode q'~py.
The a2(1320), being a spin-2 particle, can be produced in
two-photon interactions with total helicity 2 or 0. The
Monte Carlo program used here assumes that the helicity
2 production mode dominates.

The matrix element for production of a2(1320) with
helicity 2 is proportional to

~M~ —P +P osin8 +sin8 o(cos 8~sin P 0+cos P 0)'
+

gr(M . , )

(M M + 0) iM l(M + o)

' 1/2

+P P osin8 sin8 o(cos 8 sin P o+cos P 0)'
P TT P TT P 77 1T P

Qr(M, )

(M —M o) —iM r(M 0)
(2.4)

The decay width for the p
—decay is given by

2P +r(M, )=r(M, )P p (PZ+P2
p p m—

(2.5)

where P + is the momentum of the p
+—in the yy center-

of-mass frame, P 0 the m momentum in the
center-of-mass frame, P + the momentum of the m in

the m. m* center-of-mass frame, 8 ~ the angle that the p*
momentum makes with the yy axis of collision in the yy
center-of-mass frame, 8 0 the angle between the m.
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momentum in the p center-of-mass frame and the direc-
tion of the p in the yy center-of-mass frame, and P 0 the

azimuthal angle measured with respect to the plane
defined by the yy collision axis and the direction of the p,
where the z axis is the direction of fiight of the p.

It is important to note that for the above angles to be
well defined, Lorentz boosts of the coordinate system
must be done in the order: lab frame to yy center of
mass along the yy collision axis in the lab frame, fol-
lowed by yy center of mass to the p center of mass along
the p direction in the yy center-of-mass frame.

Equation (2.4) contains the amplitude for the p reso-
nance to be formed by either a ~+a pair or a ~ ~ pair.
Since the final state is ~+m. m, the intermediate p reso-
nance is not directly observed, so that there is interfer-
ence between the amplitudes for the p+ and p inter-
mediate states. All the final-state particles are bosons so
a constructive interference is assumed. Such an interfer-
ence is observed in the az p m+—decay, where the p
can be explicitly reconstructed.

Equation (2.4) also includes the weight to phase-space
terms" that take account of the p decay. Thus Eq. (2.4)
includes the weighting factors used to weight the three-
body phase-space distribution generated by the Monte
Carlo program. The weighting of three-body phase space
for the g'~py decay mode may be done separately [Eq.
(2.2)] since no interference between intermediate states is
present. This makes Eq. (2.4) slightly diff'erent from the
usual definition of a matrix element of a decay, but this is
necessary for practical programming reasons.

III. EVENT RECONSTRUCTION OF
g'~py AND a2 —+pm DECAYS

A. Reconstruction of g' —+py

Events are discarded if more than one bona fide gamma
is found in the event or if the distance between the gam-
ma and a charged track is less than 35 cm. To help in re-
ducing background from yy~e+e y several cuts are
made. First we discard events whose charged tracks de-
posit more than 600 MeV in the liquid argon or whose

400 —'
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FIG. 4. The m n. y mass distribution using the uncorrected
y energy. The fit to the data after gamma energy correction is
superposed. Fits to the overall background (straight line) and
the a2(1320) contribution to the background are also shown.

momenta are greater than 2.0 GeV/c. This results in lit-
tle loss of eSciency and further reduces the high-energy
radiative electron background. Figure 3 shows the mea-
sured P vs momentum from TOF measurements on the
charged tracks. A straight-line cut is made to remove the
low-momentum high-P region populated by a large elec-
tron background. Below 150 MeV/c a significant frac-
tion of the remaining background is found to be muons
from QED events and pion decays.

The m+n. y mass using the measured gamma energy is
shown in Fig. 4. The gamma direction is well measured
while the gamma energy is not. This results in a broad g'
peak somewhat displaced from the correct mass value.
To improve the poor energy resolution of the observed
gamma in g'~py events we take advantage of the kine-
matics of yy interactions. For events with no tagging
electron the net transverse momentum of produced g"s is
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sharply peaked at zero. Thus we can adjust the gamma
energy to balance the transverse momentum of the well
measured ~+ and m while keeping the measured y
direction fixed.

A cut of 100 MeV/c on the net transverse momentum
of h +the yn. m system using the uncorrected gamma ener-

gy removes events for which not all of the decay products
were seen. Events with a corrected gamma energy less
than 150 MeV are also removed, to ensure that the
corrected energy is consistent with the threshold energ
for detecting the gamma.

energy

The good agreement between the Monte Carlo simula-
tion and the real event

l g P, l
distribution in Fig. 5 indi-

cates that background events with extra undetected neu-
trals are not a significant problem for events in the g'
mass peak region.

Since the gamma energy correction method only re-
quires that the magnitudes of the P, of the m m and

FIG. 8. The m+m mass for events in the g' peak.

gamma system be set equal and not their directions, it is
still possible for the corrected lg P

I
to be nonzero. Th

+
n zero. e

, l
of the y n m system using the corrected gamma

energy is thus required to be less than 100 MeV/c, ensur-
ing that corrected gamma momentum and transverse
n. +m momentum are reasonably opposite in direction.

Events of the form ee~eeee may look like m+~ y
events when one of the electrons undergoes a hard brems-
strahlung. The gamma in this type of event tends to be
radiated along the direction of one of the outgoing
charged particles in the rest frame of the two charged
particles. The helicity angle Oh, &;„,„is defined as the angle
that the gamma momentum three-vector makes with the
~+ three-momentum in the m+m center-of-mass frame.
The forward peaking of helicity angle of the radiative
background leads us to require that lcos8„„;„,„l be less
than 0.8. Since the spin-parity of the g' decay leads to an
amplitude proportional to sin 8, the radiative back-

Th
ground is strongest where the desired signal is k twea es.

background-subtracted helicity-angle distribution is
shown in Fig. 6.
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The spectrum resulting from the above cuts is shown in
Fig. 7 and shows a narrower g' signal at the correct mass.
We thus define the g' region between 0.90 and 1.02 MeV
for the checks in Figs. 5, 6, 8, and 9. The fit to the
m. +m y mass was done using a sum of four fitting func-
tions. The az(1320) background peak (described below)
was fit with a single Gaussian whose mean and width
were set by a fit to Monte Carlo —simulated events. it was
found that for the g' a single Gaussian could not give a fit
to the Monte Carlo-simulated data with a reasonable
confidence level, so the g' peak was fit with two Gauss-
ians, whose width and mean also were fixed by the Monte
Carlo data. The fitting program constrained the ratio of
the heights of the two Gaussians used in the g' fit to be
fixed by Monte Carlo —simulated data. The remaining
background was fit by a fourth-degree polynomial. The
resulting fit to the real events gave a confidence level of
about 15%.

The n. +n. mass for events in the g' peak region is
shown in Fig. 8 and shows a clear p peak. A small excess
of events over the Monte Carlo —simulation prediction
can be attributed to events in the background under the
g' peak in Fig. 7.

B. The reconstruction of a 2 ~p~ as a background

The process yy~ai(1320}—+p+—m+; p
+—~m- +—mo; mo

~yy when one of the gammas is not seen by the detec-
tor gives the observed final state of m+~ y and so ap-
pears as a background when looking at the decay mode
'g p f; p 7T '1T

The a2(1320) can be seen in Figs. 4 and 7 as a broad
peak above the background. The Gaussian fit to the
a2(1320) is centered at about 1270 MeV/c, considerably
lower than the accepted mass of the a2(1320) of 1318
MeV/c due to the missing gamma in the total
invariant-mass calculation. The Monte Carlo simulation
of a2~pm correctly predicts the observed m+m y mass
distribution.

If one looks at the m+m mass of events in the m. +m y
mass region of the a2(1320) (between 1200 MeV/c and
1450 MeV/c ) there is a broad but distinct peak at about
950 MeV/c . The ai(1320) Monte Carlo calculation
does not predict such a peak, In fact the peak is due to
the background of low-energy gammas. Since there are
more background gammas as the gamma energy de-
creases, ~+m. y masses in the ai(1320) region coming
from background events are more likely to be formed by
a low-energy background gamma and a pair of charged
particles whose m+~ invariant mass is large. The fit to
signal and background for the ~+~ mass was in fact
consistent with the fit to the signal and background in the
a2(1320) region of the m+m y mass.

The m.i(1680) has recently been seen in two-photon col-
lisions. ' ' In addition to the background from the
a2(1320), the decay of the vr2(1680) is a potential back-
ground to m+vr y when . it decays by m2(1680)
~f m; f ~sr+a Monte Carlo sim. ulations show
that the ~2 (1680) contributes only to the high-mass back-
ground.

C. Systematic errors

Systematic errors from all sources are separately dis-
cussed and summarized in Table III for each decay mode.

1. Systematic error in e+e luminosity measurement

The e+e luminosity is measured in the Mark II
detector by observing Bhabha scattering of the electrons
and positrons with the SAT. The systematic error in the
luminosity is almost totally due to the systematic error in
the knowledge of the efficiency of the luminosity monitor
and has been estimated at about 5%,' based on a com-
parison with wide-angle Bhabha-scattering events.

2. Systematic error in drift cham-ber

tracking eQci-ency corrections

The drift-chamber efficiency for finding single tracks
changed considerably during the part of the PEP running
from which our data are taken. Corrections for drift-
chamber efficiency have been measured in connection
with other data analyses, ' and were found to be indepen-
dent of track momentum, angle, and track multiplicity.
The correction is estimated to introduce no more than
about 3% systematic error to the two-photon width mea-
surements.

3. Systematic error in the background subtraction

The number of events found in the 7)' and ai(1320)
peaks for the m. +m y mass distribution depends some-
what on the fitting method. When a fit parameter is fixed
it is set equal to the value found in a fit to the Monte Car-
lo events. Three such methods of fitting the g' peak with
Gaussians were tried: (a) Fix the ratio of heights, center
positions, sigmas; (b} fix the ratio of heights only; (c) fix
the center positions only. For the g' peak the largest
variation with fitting method is 2.7%%uo. The height of the
Gaussin fitting the a2(1320) peak is effected by the fits to
the background and the g' peak. The largest variation
with fitting method for the az(1320) peak is 17%.

4. Systematic error due to Monte Carlo simulation

For the q'~py decay mode the simulation of the
liquid-argon calorimeter efficiency contributes the most
important systematic error, due to the low energies of the
gammas. About 36% of the gammas in the signal events
have energies below 200 MeV (see Fig. 9). In this energy
range the detection efficiency is changing rapidly, so to
make the simulation of gammas as accurate as possible
Monte Carlo events were generated using the full EGS
electromagnetic-shower program.

The Monte Carlo simulation's efficiency was compared
to beam-test data, and they agree within statistical errors
for gamma energies greater than 200 MeV. Comparison
of efficiencies below 200 MeV suggest a systematic error
of 10'Fo in the efficiency due to Monte Carlo simulation of
the liquid-argon calorimeter. The uncertainty in the
end-cap efficiency contributes less than 0.2% to the sys-
tematic error in the two-photon width.
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TABLE I. Recent measurements of I „

Experiment

Mark II (SPEAR)
JADE
CELLO
PLUTO
TASSO
JADE
Crystal Ball
TPC/2r
ARGUS
Crystal Ball
Mark II (PEP)
Mark II (PEP)
Mark II (PEP)

I » {keV)

5.8+1.1+1.2
5.0+0.5+0.9
5.4+ 1.0+0.7

3.80+0.26+0.43
5. 1+0.4+0.7

4.0+0.9
5.0+0.6+0.8
4.5+0.3+0.7

3.76+0.13+0.47
4.6+0.420.6

4.61+0.32+0.57
4.37+0.62+0.96—0.94
4.60+0.49+0.65 —0.95

Mode

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
rr
rr
pr
pr

pr

77'7r 7T+r

Reference

1

2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10

This paper
This paper
This paper

K. Results

The measured luminosity and efficiency are used to
convert the number of events observed to a cross section

o.(e+e ~e+e R }= observed

e„J' I. dt

The effective efficiency is given by

eR etrack eMc( el Wl +W~) )

where eMc is the raw Monte Carlo —simulation efficiency;

e„„k refiects the variation in drift-chamber tracking
efficiencies over the course of the experiment; e, is the
KEEPASS2 recovery efFiciency; 8'& is the KEEPASS2 data-
set weight; and 8'2 is the normal PASS2 data-set weight,
with 8

&
+ 8'2 = 1. The effective luminosity

IL dt =C( W, L, + W2L2 ) and is the corrected weighted

sum of the KEEPASS2 and PASS2 luminosities used. Table
IV shows the effective efficiencies and luminosities for the

D. Trigger-efBciency corrections

A detailed discussion of the trigger-efficiency measure-
ment is given in Appendix A. This trigger efficiency
correction for the q'~py decay mode is about 8%. The
systematic error introduced is estimated at 3.3% of the

yy rate. o(e e ~e e R)=
3

ln+ + 16a
m3

where

Xf (2J+1)M~

b

X (field correction),

f(x)=(2+x ) ln ——(1—x )(3+x ) .2Z

The Field correction takes into account the correla-
tions between the virtual gammas in calculating the
effective yy luminosity and is given as the ratio of the
true luminosity to that obtained in the leading-log ap-
proximation. The leading-log approximation in turn
differs from the Low formula by a factor
ln(2Eb„ /m, )/ln(Eb„ /m, ). ' The net Field correc-
tion is then 0.88 at the g' mass. Hence,

1(7)*~yy)(in keV)=2. 676o(e+e ~e+e g') (in nb}

and

several resonance decays studied.
The relation between the measured cross section and

the radiative width can be expressed by a modified Low
formula:

'2

Experiment

Crystal Ball (SPEAR)
CELLO
JADE
PLUTO
Crystal Ball (DORIS)
TASSO
TPC/2r
Mark II

TABLE II. Recent measurements of I, (»20}„
r 2(1320) yr (kev)

0.77+0. 19+0.27
0.81+0.19+0.27
0.84+0.07+0. 15
1.06+0.18+0.19
1.14+0.20+0.26
0.90+0.27+0. 16
0.90+0.09+0.22
1.03+0.13+0.21

Reference

25
26
27
28
29
30
31

This paper
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TABLE III. A summary of errors a8'ecting I » measurements.

Decay mode

Luminosity measurement
Tracking efficiency
Background subtraction
MC simulation of y's
Hand scan

Trigger efficiency
Vertex cut
Total
Systematic error
r„(keV)
Statistical error
Systematic error

+5%
k3%
k2.7
~10%

k3.3%

+12.3%

4.61
%0.32
+0.57

Q2 ~Ps
+5%
~3%
+17%
210%

k3.3%

+20.8%

1.03
%0.13
+0.21

'g ~'g'fT

7l yr
+5%
k3%
k3.2%
~20%
+5%
—2%
+4%

22.0%
—21.5%

4.37
+0.62
+0.96
—0.94

YJ ~7T 7T 7T

~'~ y

25%
—15%
+1%

+11.4%
26.8%%uo

+ 14.2%
—20.7%

4.60
20.49
+0.65
—0.95

r(a2~yy 1=1.579lT(e+e ~e+e a2} .

The corrected decay widths measured in this section are
then

I „. =4.61+0.32+0.57 keV,

I', r=1.0320. 13+0.21 keV,

where the 6rst error is statistical and the second sys-
ternatic. These widths are summarized in Tables I and II.
The systematic errors are summarized in Table III.

IV. THE DECAY g'~g~+m, g~yy

This section describes the reconstruction of two-
photon events with the final observed particles n. +m yy.

60

A. Additional selection criteria

Figure 10 shows the transverse momentum of the
smaller-momentum track for events in the g' peak region,
uncorrected for trigger eSciency. The agreement with
the Monte Carlo data is quite good when the P, of each
charged track is required to be at least 90 MeV/c. The
trigger eSciency correction is very important here since
the decay r/'~r/m+m has only a small Q value (129
MeV). This trigger correction (see Appendix) to the
Monte Carlo-calculated emciency for this decay mode is
33% and is the largest trigger correction for the decay
modes considered in this paper.

To further reduce electron, kaon, and proton back-
grounds TOF cuts are made on the charged tracks.

B. Reconstruction of the g for q~yy

Figure 11 shows the raw yy invariant mass. We see
that the yy mass for Monte Carlo-simulated events is

0

Q
50—

40—

0.9 GeV/c & M(ruhr) & 1.02 GeV/c2

Monte Carlo without-
l. trigger efficiency-
()

correction
Data

60— Monte Carlo
Data

r t & (» r

30— C)
CQ
CO

D

40—

10—
20—

0

p, (Gev/c)

0
0 0.2 0.4 0.6

M(yy) (Gev/c )

FIG. 10. Smallest P, of the two pions in the q' peak.
FIG. 11. yy mass before the g mass constraint. Histogram

shows the expected signal from g' decays.
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8p 1 I 1 I

~

1 I I I

very broadly distributed around the g mass. The normal-
ization was chosen to represent the number of g's coming
from our g' signal events. Most of the real events in Fig.
11 above a yy mass of 250 MeV/c come from a com-
binatorial background whose peak shifts as the energy of
the lowest-energy gamma accepted is changed.

If the gamma energies measured by the liquid-argon
calorimeter were used together with the measured pion
momenta to find the ~+m yy invariant mass, the mass
resolution would be dominated by the relatively poor
gamma energy measurement. To overcome this we make
use of the good position resolution of the calorimeters
and adjust the measured gamma energies assuming that
the gammas we are considering come from an g~yy de-
cay. The fit has one constraint and is easily done analyti-
cally.

All gammas that pass the initial cuts are paired for
consideration in the fit to the g. The following additional
cuts are then made.

(1) Reject events with end-cap gammas because of the
poor energy resolution and uncertain eSciency of the end
caps.

(2) Require that the gammas have an energy greater
than 200 MeV.

(3) The y of the fit to the g~yy hypothesis must be
less than 5.0. This corresponds to a fit confidence level of
at least 2.5%.

(4) Both gammas in the pair must be at least 20 cm
away from the nearest charged track in the liquid-argon
calorimeter to reduce fakes.

(5) No extra gammas may be present in the event. The
selection criteria for extra gammas are described below.

(6) The invariant mass of the two photons in the pair
must be greater than 450 MeV/c and less than 750
MeV/c . This cut, determined from the Monte Carlo
simulation, ensures that the measured gamma energies
and directions are at least reasonably consistent with the
hypothesis that they are from an g decay.

(7) When the fit rj momentum is added to the tnomen-
tum of the charged tracks, the

~ g P, ~
of the gm. m. system

then required to be less than 200 MeV/c. This reduces
background events from "feed down" where not all the
final-state particles were seen.

After two gammas are selected as a trial pair for a fit to
the decay g~yy the remaining gammas are evaluated as
to whether they count as "extras, " with any one of the
following criteria.

(1) A gamma is extra if its energy is greater than 150
MeV and is isolated in its own module, not sharing the
same liquid-argon module with another gamma or
charged track.

U

11 11 11

Q 60—
D2
C)
C) II

40 =-
N

Q

bl 20—

0 I I I

I I I

60—
Q

(a) no extras

, UAK r, r, rH
I I 1 I I

[

1 1 I

)

1 I 1 I

~

I

(b) ext.ras

125

100

75

C&

L 50

25

~ 1 1
I

I I
I

l I

I
l I I I

I
I

(~)60—

U
CO )

CO
40

~x )
& Zo-

0 ...„...~. . . . I. . . , I, -. .u/I —. . . . T .m.&

0.90 0.95 1.00

o 40—

0 1 I 1

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

C)

C)
C)

0 I I

60
50:—

(40:—
30:——
20:— C)

10:— M~ e yO*e.
tDI

m @ O
I I I I I I

1 1.Z 1.4

I I I

P, (Gev/c) (GeV/o')

FIG. 12. g P, of rirr+vr system for events with (a) no "ex-
tra" gammas, and (b) "extra" gammas.

FIG. 13. The g~' m mass for events with (a) no "extra"
gammas, and (b) "extra" gammas.
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(2) A gamma is extra if it is at least 20 cm away from
any other gamma or charged track and has an energy
greater than 200 MeV.

(3) A gamma is extra if it is at least 20 cm away from
any other gamma or charged track and has an energy
greater than 150 MeV and the tracking program indi-
cates that it shares no more than 5% of its energy with
any other electromagnetic shower in the liquid-argon
calorimeter.

As a check of the effectiveness of the above cuts for ex-
tra gammas we can look at the l g P, ~

of the reconstruct-
ed pm+~ system, with and without extra gammas
found F.igure 12 shows a broader

~ g P, ~
distribution for

events with extra gammas indicating that not all final-
state particles are accounted for. We may also look at
the final g~+~ mass distribution with and without an
extra gamma found. In Fig. 13, the events with no extra
gammas show a clear g' peak, but there is no g' peak for
events with extra gammas.

0.9 GeV/c (M(g7Tn. )&1.0 GeV/c
Monte Carlo

0 Data

o

10—

0 i

0 0.2

P, (GeV/c)

0.6 0.8

FIG. 14. Net transverse momentum of the gm+m system for
events in the g' peak.

C. Backgrounds for g'~g~+~, g~yy events

The background from annihilation events is further re-
duced to less than 0.4% by a cut on the total energy seen
after the fit.

Internal and external bremsstrahlung production of
final-state gammas is much less of a problem here than
for g'~py since two final-state gammas must be pro-
duced. Any remaining radiative background has no mass
peak structure and so will be automatically subtracted.

The main difficulties in eliminating the background
have to do with ensuring that we have two and only two
real photons in the final state.

The extra gamma criterion eliminates most of the feed-
down background but there are also backgrounds that re-
quire hand scanning. The types of events thus discarded
were the following.

(1) Events with obvious untracked additional particles
in the drift chamber, especially low-energy tracks, indi-
cated by the presence of unassigned drift-chamber wire
hits.

(2) Events with obvious cosmic-ray tracks. The most
common case involves a high-energy cosmic track which
crosses the drift chamber missing the interaction point
leaving hits in the liquid argon as it enters and exits. Be-
cause the drift-chamber tracking program only looks for
tracks that pass close to the interaction point the energy
deposits in the liquid argon were classified as coming
from two gammas.

(3) False gammas can be accepted when a track in the
drift chamber has been poorly tracked. Since the path of
the track is poorly known the projected entry point in the
liquid-argon calorimeter may be far enough away from
the actual entry position so that the shower found in the
liquid argon due to the charged track is thought to be due
to a photon. A look at the drift-chamber wire hits can
indicate that the charged track has scattered or decayed.

(4) Events with obvious untracked gamma conversions
(y~e+e ) are removed since there is then clearly an ex-
tra gamma in the event. Gamma conversions are easily
identified by the near zero opening angle of the two

charged tracks produced, usually at some distance from
the interaction point.

The hand scan rejects about 5% of the events in the ri'

peak mass region.
As an indication of the effectiveness of the cuts used to

eliminate background events, we can look at the ~g P, ~

of events in the ri' peak. (See Fig. 14.) The excellent
agreement between the real data with the Monte Carlo
simulation demonstrates that the residual background is
not significant.

D. Systematic errors

The systematics errors due to the measurement of the
e +e luminosity and the corrections for trigger
efficiency due to changes in drift-chamber tracking
efficiency also apply to this decay mode. Additional
sources of systematic error were.

I. Systematic errors due to
hand-scanning candidate events

To understand the systematic error introduced by the
unavoidable subjective judgments in hand-scanning
events for background, two hand scans were done, several
months apart. A conservative estimate of the hand-scan
systematic error would be +5%,—2%.

2. Systematic error due to Monte Carlo simulation

Because of the low transverse momentum of the
charged m's produced in this decay mode, we must also
consider the systematic error due to the estimate of the
trigger efficiency of low P, tracks. The correction is
about 33 Jo, and the systematic error introduced is es-
timated at 4%.

The Monte Carlo —simulated efficiency is very sensitive
to the correct modeling of the photon interactions in the
calorimeters. Although EGS was used for all the Monte
Carlo event simulation, we are conservative. A +20%
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systematic error due to shower simulation in the liquid
argon seems in order for this decay mode.

To estimate the effect that an error in end-cap
efficiency in the Monte Carlo simulation would have on
the two-photon width, the analysis program was run on
Monte Carlo —simulated events with and without the veto
of events with end-cap gammas. No difference in number
of events in the final g' peak was found. Vetoing events
with end-cap gammas removes only the background, so
the systematic error due to end-cap efficiency can be
neglected.

3. Systematic errors due to background subtraction

I

I

\ i t I

800—
I I I I

I

I

600—

400—

200—
+
+

0 I I asahk' I I I I I I I I I

0.5 1 1.5

w+
+~

I

2 2.5

The number of events found in the g' peak varies with
fitting method. Three fit methods were tried: (I) all pa-
rameters free; (2) sigma fixed; (3) sigma fixed and center
position fixed. The largest variation with fit method was
+3.2%%uo. A conservative systematic error would be
+3.2%o. The systematic errors are again summarized in
Table III.

E. Results

Using the combined efficiency given in Table IV and
the procedure described in Sec. III E the radiative
width for this decay mode is then found to be

I „. =4.37+0.62+0.96 keV .

V. THE DECAY g'~gm+m
'/~8' 7T 7T p7T' 7T

This section describes the reconstruction of g' events
with the final observed particles vr+m sr+~

A. Selection criteria

The Mark II detector is exceptional in that its charged
trigger is sensitive to charged tracks with transverse mo-
menta as low as 90 MeV/c, and the drift chambers can
actually track additional particles at much lower momen-
ta. The decay mode we are considering produces tracks
with P, 's that are almost all less than 200 MeV/c.

Because this decay mode of the g' has four charged
particles in the final state, it is not subject to the same
kinds of backgrounds considered earlier for the other g'
decay modes. In adjusting the selection criteria we found
that a good signal with relatively low background could
be obtained by only requiring four charged tracks with

M(7T+7t 7T 7T+)(GeV/c )

FIG. 15. Four-pion invariant mass for events passing "quali-
ty" cuts only.

net charge zero and visible energy less than 0.4 E,
A clear peak can be seen in the histogram of the result-

ing 4m invariant mass in Fig. 15. Because we do not in-
clude the contribution to the invariant mass of the m. or
the y from the decay of the g, the g' peak is shifted down
in mass from 958 MeV/c to about 800 MeV/c .

To further reduce the background we make the follow-
ing additional cuts.

(l) We require that the position within the detector of
the point on a track at the minimum distance of ap-
proach to the beam origin simply be near the interaction
point. Its z position (distance along the beam axis) was
required to be within 50 cm of the interaction point and
its distance away from the beam axis to be within 5 cm.
These cuts were so loose because of the relatively large
multiple scattering and decay probability of the very-
low-momentum charged pions.

(2) Because the desired final state has four charged par-
ticles, backgrounds due to QED, being higher order in a,
are greatly reduced. Such four charged-particle final
states can, however, be produced by radiative QED
events with pair production or by non-QED sources such
as g'~py with gamma conversion. To reduce such
backgrounds with electrons in the final state, TOF and

opening angle cuts were applied.
(3) Some final states involving kaons (such as

K K+vr;K ~m+m and K+K .m+m. ) can produce a
four final-state background. The K background is re-

Decay mode

a, ~pm
'9 ~px

~-rr
~-~+~ ~' ~'~ r

TABLE IV. A summary of effective efficiencies.

Effective efficiency

0.609%+0.035%
1.024%+0.028%
0.249%+0.027%
1.152%+0.152%

Effective luminosity

(pb ')

181
177
171
175
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FIG. 16. The n.+n. mass for all oppositely charged-track
combinations. The corresponding Monte Carlo prediction for
the pions from g' decay is shown as the solid histogram.

FIG. 18. Net transverse momentum of the four-pion system
for events in the "g' mass" region.
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FIG. 17. Four-pion invariant mass after all cuts.

duced by requiring that the invariant mass of all opposite
charge combinations be in a range that excludes the E
mass of 450 MeV/c & M + & 550 MeV/c . The m+m

mass spectrum in Fig. 16 shows a distinct peak at the EC

from Eshprt m. +m as well as a broad shoulder near 770
MeV/c caused by the dominant p ~m+m decay. The
low track mornenta of events in the g' peak region make
TOF cuts to remove E—+ very effective.

The 4m mass distribution after all the above cuts is
shown in Fig. 17. The background is now substantially
reduced. Figure 18 shows the Ig P, ~

of all four charged
tracks for events in the peak. It is not peaked at zero be-
cause of missing neutral final-sta~e particles and matches
well with the Monte Carlo prediction.

B. Systematic errors

1. Systematic error due to Monte Carlo simulation

The detection of the decay mode g'~ pm+ m.

m. , m+m y relies only on finding the charged

m's in these decays. %e therefore avoid systematic errors
introduced by trying to detect the garnmas in the final
state. The track-finding systematic error is confined to
the detection efficiency and measurement errors of
charged tracks.

The track position cut is a source of systematic error in
our measurement of I „. ~~ if the Monte Carlo sirnula-
tion does not have the same position distribution as the
real events. To assess this systematic error the 4m mass
distribution was fit with the track position cut removed
and compared to the 4m mass distribution with the cut.
Removing the track position cut increased the number of
ri' events found for Monte Carlo data by 36%. For real
data the increase was 42%. This change alone increases
I „~~by about 4%. The background under the g' peak
also increased but is subtracted by the fit.

Ideally we would like to eliminate the track position
cut (42% more events), but the trigger efficiency is very
sensitive to the vertex cuts made, and introduces an even
larger systematic error into the I „& measurement
than that introduced by the vertex cut iself. Using tight
and loose vertex cuts we estimate that the systematic er-
ror due to the vertex cut is roughly 10%.

In addition to track fitting errors, we face the possibili-
ty that the efficiency for finding tracks may be different
for Monte Carlo and real events. To check on this possi-
bility we looked at the distribution of the angles that
tracks make with the beam axis for events with 4m mass
within the g' peak region. If we compare the Monte Car-
lo simulation to real data, we do see a small loss of
efficiency at small angles, since these tracks pass through
fewer drift-chamber layers. For the mass range we are
interested in we loose about 4% more tracks in the real
events than in the Monte Carlo simulation, implying
about a +4% systematic error in I"„zz. However, no
~cos8~ cut is done on the track momenta since the sys-
ternatic error introduced is relatively small and such a cut
would result in a significant loss of events.

The tracking efficiency correction for the four prongs
is about twice as large as for the two-prong decay modes,
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FIG. 19. Recent measurements of the g' two-photon width. FIG. 20. Recent measurements of the a2(1320) two-photon
width.

so we must reassess its contribution to the systematic er-
ror. As a check, the I „. yy was calculated using only
the *'good" data, i.e., data taken during a period when
there was no significant loss of drift-chamber tracking
efficiency, and gave a two-photon width which is smaller
by 23%. If we failed to correct for the tracking efficiency
the two-photon width would change by only 15%.
Therefore the largest systematic error that can be con-
tributed to the tracking-efficiency correction is —

15%%uo.

The trigger-eQciency correction

The trigger-efficiency correction for the
~, a+m y decay mode is about

25%. The systematic error introduced is estimated at
17 o.

3. Systematic errors due to background subtraction

The number of events found in the g' peak varies with
fitting method. Four fit methods were tried: (1) all pa-
rameters free; (2) sigma fixed; (3) sigma fixed and center
position fixed; (4) center position fixed. The largest varia-
tion with fit method was +0.6%. A reasonable systemat-
ic error would be +1%. The systematic errors are again
summarized in Table III.

C. Results

Again using the effective efficiency in Table IV, the
procedure of Sec. III E gives a measured decay width for
this decay mode of

I „=4.60+0.49+0.65 —0.95 keV .

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The statistically weighted average of our three rnea-
surements is

g, =(dd + uu +ss )/&3,

gs = (dd + uu —2ss ) /&6,

il(549) =cos8 7is
—sin8 g, ,

g'(958 ) =sin8 ps+ cos8 ri, .

(6.1)

Neglecting any possible mass dependence, the ratios of
the coupling constants within the SU(3) nonet then de-
pend only on the quark charges and mixing angle:

I (ri'~yy ) =4.57+0.25+0.44 keV .

This can be compared to the previous world average
width of 4.20+0.091 keV. Using the Particle Data
Group average for the branching ratio of the ri'~yy
branching ratio of 0.0196+0.0015 together with our radi-
ative width gives a total g' width I =233+13+50keV.

Table I and Fig. 19 compare our g' two-photon width
measurements to recent measurements. Similarly, Table
II and Fig. 20 compare our a2(1320) two-photon width
measurement to others. Note that the weighted averages
given in both the above figures use the quoted statistical
error only.

Table III summarizes the systematic errors in all of our
width measurements.

Table IV summarizes the detector efficiencies for all
the decay modes presented in this paper.

Since the SU(3)-flavor symmetry is broken by the large
mass of the strange quark, the observable isoscalars q and
ri' are mixtures of the SU(3)-singlet (ri, ) and -octet (ris)
basis states. The mixing is usually parametrized in terms
of one angle e:

g:gzrr. g, = (ez ):cos8(e~ )8—sin8(e ) i.sin8(e )s+cos8(ez ) i, (6.2)
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where the two-photon coupling constants for the pseudoscalar mesons are related to their two-photon widths by

3
mM

rr (6.3)

The calculated two-photon width of the m gives a value (7.63 eV) that matches well with the experimental value
(7.85+0.54 eV) when three color degrees of freedom are assumed for the constituent quarks.

If we assume SU(3)-fiavor symmetry, then we can equate the pseudoscalar decay constants, f„=f„=fz . The two-
Is

photon width of the m can then be used to find the widths of the ri and ri' as a function of mixing angle 8. This allows
us to write Eq. (6.2) in the form

=3:(cos8—sin8 2&2):(sin8+ cos8 2i/2)
m p m~ m~

(6.4)

3. '1/2f
1

3 f„
3

' 'i/2f
1

f„

' I/2 f2cose —2 f„ sine

'1/2 f2sin8+ 2 — cos8
7J f

(6.5)
m„

0m

rr)
r(~' rr)

Chanowitz, however, points out that the assumption that f„=f„may not be justified by SU(3)-favor symmetry,
18 jl

since it is really equivalent to the assumption that the wave functions of flavor octet and singlet are the same.
More generally one can write

I'(n~rr)
r(~ yy) m

where chiral-symmetry arguments indicate that
f If& =0.8. The mixing angle 8 can then be calculated

18

with Eqs. (6.5) from the measured widths under several
assumptions.

(1) In the case of all couplings being equal [condition
(6.4)] the second of Eqs. (6.5) gives 8= —21.5'
+2.3'+3.2'.

(2) Assuming that f„=f„gives [with both Eqs. (6.5)]
8= —17.I'+1.2'+1.7' and f /f =0.947+0.026

1

+0.040.
(3) If we take f If~ =0.8, then 8= —21.4'+1.2'

18

+1.7' and f If„=0.971+0.026+0.039.
These values of the mixing angle generally agree with

other measurements in hadronic interactions and in P de-
cays.

In QCD, gluonic bound states can also be expected to
mix with quark-antiquark bound states. Such gluonic
mixing may be present in the g and g' and has been dis-
cussed by Rosner who assumes that the g and g' bound
states are mixtures of gluon-gluon bound states and
quark-antiquark states. The gluons, having no electric
charge, do not couple to two photons, so the two-photon
width is affected by the degree of gluon mixing. Rosner
parametrizes this possible mixing with quark basis states
as

X'+ r'+Z'=1 . (6.9)

0.8

y , 0.6

0.4

0.0
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

The ratio of the two-photon widths of the q and g' to the
two-photon width of the m can then be written as

T 8 3
r(n ry) 1 ~ (Sx +V2Y )
1(ir yy) 9 m p

(6.10)

I&&:—~- luu+dd &,
1

Is&=lss&,

IG &
= Igluonium&,

lg& =~,I»+ Y„ls &+z„lG &,

lg &=x„,lx&+ Y„,ls&+z„, lG&,

(6.6)

(6.7)

(6.8)

FIG. 21. Constraints on nonstrange (X„)and strange ( 7„)
quarkonium mixing coefficients in the q'. The circular arcs
denote a pure quarkonium g'. The dashed lines from the origin
give the corresponding mixing angle e for points in the X„-F„
plane. (a) is the region allowed by I (q'~py)/I (m~m y). (b)
is the region allowed by I (g'~yy)/I (m ~yy).
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r(ri'-yy) 1 m,
r(m. yy) 9 m o

'3

(5X„'+&2 Y„' )

Equations (6.10) constrain the region of the X-Y parame-
ter plane within which the actual values of X and Y for
the g and g' can lie. Additional constraints on the al-
lowed X-Y regions come from measurements of other de-

cay widths. In particular

r(n' ~y }

r(co~n y}

m, —m2 2
P

m —m 0
2 2

'I 3

m~
X ~ .Yl'

m„.
(6.11)

Figure 21 shows the regions of the X„-Y„.allowed by the
equations (6.10}and (6.11), calculated using the most re-
cent values of masses and partial widths and the average
I „&measured in this paper. The allowed regions are
consistent with no gluonium mixing in the q'.
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APPENDIX: THE HARDWARE TRIGGER
EFFICIENCY CORRECTION

Following a primary trigger, the primary electronics
sent a signal to MIC that in turn issued a wAIT flag halt-

ing data collection. The secondary trigger track-finding
cycle was initiated by a simultaneous START pulse from
the primary trigger. The master clock (MC) received the
START signal, sent a BUSY flag to MIC, and oversaw the
operation of the track-finding microprocessors at 10
MHz for 34 psec. A deadtime of about 3% per kHz of
primary trigger rate resulted from the MC cycle delay.
The MIC received all secondary trigger data, from the
track-finding electronics as well as from electronics asso-
ciated with detector components other than the drift
chambers, and arbitrated the final trigger decision.

The criteria used by MIC for selecting events to be
logged were easily programmable on line, and several
trigger formats were used during the experiment to ac-
commodate short-term hardware problems, PEP running
conditions, and test modes using cosmic rays. If a secon-
dary trigger passed, MIC would interrupt the Mark II
Vax 11/780 computer to initiate data transfer and subse-

quent logging to tape. The process was completed by
MIC, whether or not a secondary trigger had occurred,
by the lifting of the WAIT flag, and a system RESET.

A selected subset of 12 of the 24 logical OR's from all of
the tracking layers plus the TOF system were available to
the secondary trigger, and were used to define two types
of legal tracks.

(1) A tracks: Those tracks passing through the entire
tracking system, required typically 2 of 4 inner vertex-
chamber (VC) layers hit, 4 of 8 selected drift-chamber
(DC) layers hit where 2 of these 4 hits were in the outer 6
DC layers, and a TOF hit.

(2) 8 tracks: More steeply dipped tracks are called 8
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FIG. 22. Trigger efficiency of single tracks vs track P, for {a)
two prongs and (b) four prongs.

tracks and usually only required 3 of 4 inner VC hits.
These two track categories are not mutually exclusive;

most A tracks also satisfy the 8-track requirements. The
layers included in the trigger were changed occasionally:
the outermost layer was removed from the trigger when
its efficiency was seen to deteriorate, and during periods
of high PEP beam noise it was sometimes necessary to re-
move a few inner VC layers to reduce excessive trigger
rates.

The secondary trigger track finding was based on the
mapping of the twelve trigger layers into shift registers
which were then fed into specialized coincidence modules
called curvature modules. A device known as the test
and pickoff module transferred the tracking chamber
shift register bits onto a dedicated trigger system bus.
Twenty-four programmable curvature modules were tied
to this dataway, to allow for two sets of twelve different
coincidence masks, one for each sigma (clockwise or
counterclockwise) of track curvature. The master clock
provided 10-MHz clock pulses that served to rotate each
shift register layer at a constant angular speed while the
24 curvature modules operated in parallel. Track
counters were used to tally the results of the search, and
to forward these results to MIC for a final secondary
trigger decision. A block diagram of the track-finding
system is given in Fig. 2.

The Monte Carlo program does not do an adequate job
of simulating the hardware trigger for tracks with low
transverse momentum relative to the beam line.

For an event to pass the Monte Carlo trigger and have
a full simulation done for the event it is only necessary
that one "A track" be found by its rough trigger simula-
tion. Since the real hardware trigger usually requires two
A tracks, and since we do not use events with tracks with
transverse momentum less than 90 MeV/c and since the
single track Monte Carlo trigger efficiency is 90%, the
trigger efFiciency for Monte Carlo two track events is at
least 99%.

To correctly simulate the hardware trigger, real four-
prong events were used to measure the trigger efficiency
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for single tracks by looking at the stored trigger informa-
tion.

After a track vertex position cut we looked at events
where tracks other than the one being considered cause
the trigger to be satisfied. We could then look at the
track being considered and use the stored hardware
trigger information to decide if this track also triggered.
The trigger efficiency was thus found as a function of the
P, and is shown in Fig. 22.

To correct the Monte Carlo events for trigger efficiency
the parameters found by fitting the single-track efficiency
were used to define an efficiency function, which was then
applied to the Monte Carlo events. Note that the trigger
efficiency at low momenta is strongly dependent on the
vertex position cuts used to measure the efficiency. For
this reason the trigger efficiency function used to correct
the Monte Carlo calculation was separately found for
each g' decay mode.

For the two-prong decays the trigger efficiency is sim-

ply the product of the two single-track trigger efficiencies,
because two tracks are required to trigger for the event.
For the four-prong decay g'~gn. +m; g~n. +n. m,

y the situation is considerably more complex, since
2, 3, or 4 tracks can have directions that will allow them

to be classified as an "A track" by the trigger hardware
logic.

For the four-prong case the trigger efficiency is then
found by finding the total probability to trigger for the
given set of tracks accounting for all combinations of
single-track triggers that can satisfy the overall trigger.
Not all the tracks make a large enough angle with the
beam axis to help satisfy the trigger. The fitting error for
each track combination is used to find the total error in
the total trigger efficiency for the event.

By finding the single-track efficiency for charged tracks
using a variety of selection criteria it became evident that
the vertex position selection had the largest effect on the
low P, trigger efficiency. The nominal vertex position cut
used for the g'~py and g'~pm+~ ', g~yy requires
that the primary vertex constrained fit for each track's
vertex position have a radius less than 1 cm and a Z posi-
tion (position along the beam line} of —5 to 3.5 cm. For
the decay mode q'~gn. +m; g~m+m. m, ~+m y the
nominal vertex position selection was relaxed. The
nonprimary vertex constrained vertex position must have
a radius from the beam line of less than 5 cm and a Z po-
sition distance relative to the beam crossing point of less
than 50 cm.
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